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Our previous sequence and phylogenetic analyses of
the Korean Rice stripe virus (RSV) suggested possible
genetic reassortment of RNA segments, but whether this
RNA variation contributed to the recent RSV outbreaks
in Korea is yet unclear. To further clarify these RSV-
RNA segment variations, we developed a reverse tran-
scription-polymerase reaction/restriction enzyme (RT-
PCR/RE) analysis-based method. We identified five
REs, including DraI, EcoR1, NdeI/AseI, and SpeI, that
could differentiate RSV RNA 1–4 subtypes, respectively.
Our RT-PCR/RE results provided a clear pattern of
RNA reassortment, i.e., different groups of isolates having
their RNA segments derived from two to three different
RSV ancestors, such as from Eastern and Southwestern
Chinese or Japanese M and T isolates. We also found
that the migratory small brown planthopper from Eastern
China caught by aerial net traps that possesses RSV-
RNA3 genotypes corresponds mainly to Eastern China,
with a few for Southwestern China based on RT-PCR/
RE, sequence and phylogenetic analyses, indicating that
RSV populations in Eastern China may also have strong
RNA variation. The development of an RE analysis-
based method proved a useful epidemiological tool for
rapid genotyping and identification of mixed infections
by RSV strain and by different subtype.
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The genome of Rice stripe virus (RSV), the prototype

member of the genus Tenuivirus, consists of four ssRNAs,

with a total genome size of about 23 kb (Fig. 1; Toriyama

and Tomaru, 1995). RNA1 is the largest segment, having

negative sense, while the other three segments are ambisense,

whereby a single protein is encoded at the 5 proximal end

in viral (v) and viral complementary (vc) RNA strands

(Hamamatsu et al., 1993; Takahashi et al., 1993; Zhu et al.,

1991, 1992). The RSV genome has a total of seven proteins

and most of their functions are known, except for NS2

coded in vRNA2. The function of proteins coded in vcRNA1,

vcRNA2, vcRNA3, and vRNA4 have long been known as

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp; Toriyama et al.,

1994), glycoprotein-membrane protein (Takahashi et al.,

1993), nucleocapsid protein, and noncapsid protein or

disease-specific protein (Kakutani et al., 1990; Zhu et al.,

1992), respectively. However, proteins coded in vRNA3

and vcRN4 were only recently reported as suppressors of

posttranscriptional gene silencing (PTGS; Hemmes et al.,

2007) and movement protein (Xiong et al., 2008), respec-

tively. 

RSV-infected plants usually show chlorotic stripes on the

leaves and stunted growth, while severely infected seedl-

ings are lethal. The virion morphology of the causal virus

has circular filament and is actively and persistently trans-

mitted by the small brown planthopper (SBPH) Laodelphax

striatellus (Koganezawa, 1977). RSV outbreaks have also

occurred in China, Japan, Taiwan, and the former USSR

(Hibino, 1996). 

For insect transmitted viruses like RSV, its spread is mainly

dependent on vector migration. In a previous study on the

Nilaparvata lugens (Stal), migration processes in Korea using

the boundary layer atmospheric model and a geographic

information system showed that the main source of insects

immigrated into South Korea in the early part of June were

from the Eastern part of China (Zhu et al., 2000). China and

Japan are in close proximity to Korea, and reports show that

China has a longer history of RSV outbreaks than Japan (Wei

et al., 2009). 

During 2007−2009, RSV had burgeoning incidences that

caused significant yield losses, posing an enigma to rice

growers and many rice scientists in South Korea. The cause
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of the sudden reemergence of RSV is undetermined, although

several possible reasons exist causing outbreaks, such as

change in host genetic susceptibility (Garcia-Arenal et al.,

2003; Gu et al., 2007; Jeger et al., 2006; Miranda et al., 2000)

variations of virulence among RSV isolates due to mutations

and RNA reassortment of RNA segments, and change in

insect population biotypes (Diehl and Bush, 1984; Myint et

al., 2009). Although results of a previous phylogenetic study

showed clustering of Korean RSV isolates into different

subtypes, the lineages of RSV isolates and those of Chinese

and Japanese isolates vary from RNA to RNA segment,

suggesting the occurrence of possible genetic reassortment

(Jonson et al., 2009a, 2009b). Direct evidence, however, is

still lacking and the origin of RSV isolates in Korea is also

unclear. 

The use of sequence analysis to differentiate virus iso-

lates is laborious, time-consuming, and costly. In this present

study, we have developed a rapid, simple genotyping

method that could be used to differentiate the RSV-RNA

genome subtypes and to facilitate easy monitoring of the

RSV strains currently circulating in the field. Data collected

using this technique have confirmed the origin of migratory

SBPHs caught in Jeonbuk and Chungnam provinces and

showed evidence of the mechanism of genetic change of

the RSV population structure in Korea.

Materials and Methods

Plants, insect virus samples, and total RNA extraction.

About 100 randomly selected RSV isolates collected in

four major provinces of Korea [Jeonbuk (JB), Jeonnam

(JN), Chungnam (CN), and Jeju (JJ)] during 2007–2009

and from individual migratory SBPHs (13 insect samples in

total) caught by aerial net traps in early June in JB and CN

provinces thought to have migrated from Eastern China

were analyzed in this study. Total RNA from infected plants

and insects was extracted following the method of a

previously reported study (Jonson et al., 2009a, 2009b).

RT-PCR, identification, and analysis of unique restric-

tion enzyme sites. We identified the possible location of

unique restriction sites by using the primers and RT-PCR

protocols in our previous studies (Jonson et al., 2009a,

2009b). Due to the relatively large sizes of RNAs 1 and 2

segments, however, we have prioritized specific regions

with relatively high nucleotide (nt) sequence variations.

These regions include the terminal region of RNA1 at nt

7413–8970 and initial region of RNA2 at nt 1–1333. For

RNA3 and RNA4 segments, full-length segments were

amplified. Fig. 1 shows the specific regions of RNAs 1 and

2 and the full-length of RNA3 and RNA4 segments. The

primer sets used were as follows: RNA1-F8 (nt 7413–

8970) primer sets: RS1-15F, 5'-CCATGTAGACCCTAAA-

GCRAACT-3' and RS1-16R 5'-ACACAAAGTCCAGAG-

GAAAACAA-3' with an expected fragment size of 1.5 kb;

RNA2-F1 (nt 1–1333) primer sets: RS2-17F 5'-ACAC-

AAAGTCCTGGGTATATAAG-3' and RS2-18R 5'-GAGG-

GATTGGCAGTTTGCCCTAT-3' with 1.3-kb product; RNA3

primer sets: RS3-23F 5'-ACACAAAGTCCTGGGTAAA-

ATAG-3' and RS3-26R 5'-ACACAAAGTCWGGGTAAT-

AAAAT-3' with a 2.5-kb product; and RNA4 primer sets:

RS4-27F 5'-ACACAAAGTCCAGGGCA-3' and RS4-30R

5'-ACACAMAGTCAKGGYAT-3' with a 2.1-kb product.

The DNA fragments were then analyzed using NEBcutter

v. 2.0 (http://tools.neb.com/NEBcutter2/index.php) to find a

unique RE site that could differentiate RSV subtypes. 

RNA3 cloning, sequencing, and phylogenetic analyses.

The RNA3 sequences from the new collected leaf and

insect infected samples representing each RNA subtype

were initially analyzed using the BioEdit sequence align-

ment editor, version 7.0.9 (Hall, 1999), and the phylogenetic

and molecular evolutionary analyses were conducted using

MEGA version 4 (Tamura et al., 2007). Phylogenetic

relationships based on RNA3 nucleotide sequences of eight

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the genome organization of
Rice stripe virus (RSV). The graduated lines represent the RNA
segments, the rectangular arrowed boxes represent the gene
encoded, and the values enclosed are the number of amino acid at
viral and viral complementary-sense RNAs. Bar-ended lines in
RNAs 1–4 show the specific region/genome amplified, and
triangles point to the location of differentiating restrictions
enzymes used to differentiate RSV subtypes. RNA1 fragment (nt
7413–8970) contained a part of the 5'-terminal region of the RdRp
gene and the complete 3'-terminal noncoding region. RNA2
fragment (nt 1–1333) contained the 5' noncoding region, NS2
protein, and an intergenic region; the 3'-terminal region of Nvc2
codes for a membrane protein. 
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Korean (six plants and two insect RSV-infected samples),

Chinese (five isolates), and Japanese (two isolates) isolates

were established using the neighbor-joining method with a

bootstrap value for each internal node based on 1,000

random replications. The Chinese and Japanese-RSV iso-

lates’ accession numbers that we have included in our

analysis were as follows: D01094, the Japanese-M (Kakutani

et al., 1990, 1991); NC_003776, Japanese-T (Toriyama,

1994); EU931524, EU931520, and EU931516 for ABBO7,

HKF07, and JYCO7 (Genbank, unpublished), respectively;

EF141329, JY (Genbank, unpublished); DQ333944, Z

(Zhang et al., 2007); and Y11095.1, Y (Qu et al., 1997). All

Chinese isolates are from Eastern China and only isolate Y

was from Southern China. 

Results

Subtype-specific restriction patterns. To test the effici-

ency of our newly developed RE analysis, we reanalyzed

the 13 Korean RSV isolates from our previous phylogenetic

studies of RNAs 1 and 2 (Jonson et al., 2009a) and RNAs 3

and 4 (Jonson et al., 2009b).

The RNA1 fragment contained a part of the C terminal

region of the RdRp gene and the full 3' terminal region. The

differentiating RE identified was DraI, which cuts at nt 305

of the C terminal region of the RdRp protein (Fig. 1). In our

previous report (Jonson et al., 2009a), RNA1 phylogenetic

tree showed two major clades: one clade consisted of nine

isolates originated from Korea and grouped together with

Eastern China RSV isolates which we referred this RSV

population as IA. This IA population do not have the DraI

site as shown in our Fig. 2A. The second clade consisted of

the rest of the Korean RSV isolates and together with those

of Japanese T and Eastern China which we referred this

RSV population as IIC. This IIC population as shown in

our RE analysis has the DraI site (Fig. 2A). However,

isolate SA-JN showed a different digestion product size,

indicating that the DraI in this isolate was located at a

different position in the fragment.

The RNA2 fragments contained the 5' noncoding region,

NS2 protein, and an intergenic region; the C-terminal

region of Nvc2 codes for a membrane protein (Fig. 1). In

our previous study (Jonson et al., 2009a), RNA2 was

reported to have three subtypes, but in this study based on

RE analysis, it appeared to have only two differentiating

subtypes. The Korean isolates under subtypes I and II in

previous analysis possessed the EcoRI sites and these

isolates have IIC origin. On the other, the Korean isolates

under subtype III in previous study did not have any EcoRI

site and these isolates have IA origin. The two subtypes of

RNA2 having IA and IIC origin were differentiated using

EcoRI, which was located at nt 495 on the NS2 gene.

Although, based on phylogenetic analysis, isolate IS-JB

belongs to the group without an RE site. Unexpectedly,

however, according to the RE analysis, it contained EcoRI

but with different sizes of digested products (Fig. 2B).

For RNA3, we identified two differentiating REs, NdeI

and AseI, representing each of the ancestral isolates. NdeI

cuts at nt 373, which is located within the central region of

the NS3 gene that codes for a suppressor of PTGS, while

AseI cuts at nt 1089 and is located in the intergenic region

(Fig. 1). Results of the RNA3-RE analysis of Korean

Fig. 2. Restriction enzymes analyses of different Korean RSV
isolates RNA1 (A), RNA2 (B), RNA3 (C), and RNA4 (D)
digested with DraI, EcoRI, AseI/NdeI, and SpeI, respectively. M
is the HindIII-digested lambda DNA size marker and C, control
or undigested amplified DNA product.
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isolates were congruent with the previous phylogenetic

analysis (Jonson et al., 2009b); however, unexpectedly, we

found one isolate (JD-JN) that grouped with those of

Eastern China by phylogeny, but in RE analysis showed

similar results to the Southwestern China isolate, which we

referred this RSV population as IB having a sequence with

NdeI but without AseI (Fig. 2C).

The differentiating RE identified for Korean RSV-RNA4

was SpeI, which revealed two distinct subtypes such as

derived from IIC and isolates derived from Japan-M isolate

referred as IIB. This result had high congruence with the

previous phylogenetic analysis (Jonson et al., 2009b). In the

same report, the phylogenetic analysis of Korean RSV-

RNA4 showed four major clusters.  However, based on RE

analysis in this study, the two previously identified subtypes

I and II, belong under single group (Fig 2D).

In all cases, all REs used in this study showed distinct

restriction patterns after 3 h digestion and 30 min gel

(1.0%) migration to distinguish each of the five subtypes

(Fig. 2A, 2B, 2C-AseI). However, except for NdeI, they

required longer (overnight digestion) incubation to obtain

complete digestion of RNA3 PCR-amplified dsDNA, and

the restriction products necessitated a longer period of

electrophoresis (40 min) for clear separation of the sub-

types (Fig. 2C-NdeI and Fig. 3-NdeI). The relationships

between restriction maps and different RSV subtypes are

shown in Table 1.

Origin of RSV in Korea. The origin of RSV in Korea is

not fully understood. To clarify this point, we tested

individual migratory SBPHs caught by aerial net traps in

early June in JB and CN provinces. These insects were

thought to have migrated from Eastern China, based on the

sudden, massive interception in 2009 (unpublished data).

Fourteen SBPHs from Buan JB (BA-JB) and Taean CN

(TA-CN) provinces were tested with RT-PCR to detect the

RNA3 segment. A full-length RNA3 segment, with a size

of 2.5 kb, was amplified from 13 of 14 SBPHs using RT-

PCR. The RNA3 cDNA of the 13 insects was amplified

and treated with AseI and NdeI. Results showed that the

digestion pattern of the 12 samples resembled that of Eastern

China, only one sample from BA-JB showed a digestion

pattern similar to that of Southwestern China, and none of

the samples showed a digestion pattern similar to that of

Japan (Fig. 3).

Due to quarantine issues, we are not able to conduct

RE digestions for all isolates from outside Korea; instead

their sequences available in GenBank were analyzed using

NEBcutter v. 2.0 (free online software). Based on sequences

analyzed using NEBcutter software, we found that the

China JY and Z isolates had AseI and NdeI sites and these

isolates were obtained from Eastern China. While the China

Y isolate, which was obtained from Southwestern China,

had NdeI but no AseI. However, Japanese M and T isolates

do not have these two RE sites.

Genetic reassortment. Table 2 summarizes the genetic

structure of RSV in Korea based on RE analysis of the

RNA 1–4 segments. Results further revealed that the genetic

structure of the RSV population in Korea consisted of two

major RSV types, namely Type I coming from China and

Type II from Japan. Type I includes two subtypes, IA and

IB, which originate from Eastern and Southwestern China,

respectively. However, Type II consisted of three subtypes,

Table 1. Correlation between restriction maps and the 13 Korean-Rice stripe virus isolates subtypes

Genome RE Isolates
RE
site

Restriction map (kbp)
Sub
type

RNA1 DraI GS, JD, BA2,CY, WD, BA1, IS, GC, YG − 1.5a IA

SC, AD, MA /SA + 0.3, 1.19 / 0.4, 1.1b IIC

RNA2 EcoRI SA, JD,SC, AD, MA, CY, WD, BA1, IS, GC, YG − 1.3c IA

GS, BA2, JC / IS + 0.5, 0.8 / 0.3, 1.0d IIC/IA

RNA3 Nde1/Ase1 SC −/− 2.5 / 2.5e IIA

GS, SA, BA2, AD, MA, CY, WD, BA1, IS, GC, YG +/+ 0.3, 2.2/ 1.4, 1.1f IA

JD +/− 0.3, 2.2f/ 2.5f IB

RNA4 SpeI GS, SA, JD, CY, IS, YG − 2.1g IIB

SC, BA2, AD, MA, WD, BA1, GC + 1.1, 1.0h IIC

a,bUncut and cut RT-PCR product after digestion with DraI, respectively.
c,dUncut and cut RT-PCR product after digestion with EcoRI, respectively. 
e,fUncut and cut RT-PCR product after digestion with NdeI/AseI, respectively. 
g,hUncut and cut RT-PCR product after digestion with SpeI, respectively.
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IIA, IIB, and IIC, that originated from a mixture of Japanese

M and T isolates, Japanese M isolate alone, and mixtures of

Japanese T and Eastern China isolates. These mixtures of

RNAs coming from different ancestors are an indication of

the occurrence of natural genetic reassortment among Korean

RSV isolates. The pattern of RNA reassortment is clearly

shown in Table 3. Isolates consisting of two different RSV

ancestors were CY-CN, WD-JN, BA1-JB, IS-JB, and GC-

JB; their RNAs 1–3 have a common ancestor (IA, Eastern

China) but the RNA4 originated from different ancestors,

either from Japanese M (IIB) or mixtures from Japan and

China (IIB and IIC). Another group of isolates having RNA

reassortment coming from two different ancestors consisted

of BA2-JB, AD-JJ, and MA-JN. High RNA reassortment

coming from three different ancestors was found in isolates

GS-JB, SA-JN, JD, JN, and SC-CN.

RNA3 sequence and phylogenetic analysis. Since RNA3

phylogenetic analyses showed distinct ancestral derivation,

we applied RNA3-RE analysis to further confirm the identity

of the new samples representing each RNA subtype. We

amplified the RNA3 full-length region of about 100 new

RSV-infected plants collected in four major provinces of

Korea (JB, JN, CN, and JJ) and 14 viruliferous samples

collected from JB and CN provinces, all obtained from

2007 to 2009, and each amplicon was genotyped using the

RE analysis method. Results of RE analyses further demon-

strated that the genetic structure of RSV in Korea is com-

posed of mixtures of RSV subtypes coming from different

ancestors (infected plants, data not shown; viruliferous

insects, Fig. 3). Based on RE analyses, we selected a total

of three isolates representing subtype IA obtained from

infected plant samples (BA-JB16, JD-JN6) and a virulifer-

ous insect (TA-CN5); four isolates representing subtype IB,

i.e., three samples obtained from infected plants (SC-CN6,

SC-CN70, and JD-JN4) and an insect sample (BA-JB6);

and a single sample for subtype II obtained from infected

plants (GS-JB16). We determined the RNA3 complete

sequence  of these selected samples, and were submitted to

Genbank under accession numbers HQ343287-HQ343294.

Results of our phylogenetic analysis showed that these

selected isolates grouped according to their subtype (Fig. 4),

which further confirmed that the RE analysis developed in

this study is an efficient and reliable genotyping method.

Discussion

Plant viruses with an RNA genome are prone to mutation

(Garcia-Arenal et al., 2003; Jeger et al., 2006).  On the other

hand, segmented plant (Gu et al., 2007; Miranda et al.,

2000) and animal RNA viruses (Henderson et al., 1995;

Rodrigues et al., 1998) commonly undergo genetic reassort-

Fig. 3. Restriction enzyme analysis of amplified RNA3 from
viruliferous insects. Total RNA was extracted from RSV-infected
individual small brown planthoppers caught by aerial net traps in
Buan, Jeonbuk (insect nos. 1–7) and Taean, Chungnam (insect
nos. 8–13) provinces in early June 2009 and their amplified PCR
product digested with AseI and NdeI. M and C represent the
HindIII-digested lambda DNA size marker and the 2.5-kbp undi-
gested PCR amplified RNA3 genomic DNA (arrow), respectively.

Table 2. Genetic structure of Korean isolates of RSV showing
their possible origin and ancestral isolates

Typea Subtype Origin

I A Eastern China RSV isolates 

B Southwestern China RSV isolates 

II A Japan M and T isolates

B Japan-M isolate

C Japan-T and China Eastern isolates

aType I consists of China-RSV ancestors while type II includes Japan
(M and T) and Eastern China ancestors. 

Table 3. Evidence for RNA Reassortment within Korean isolates
of RSV based on analyses of sequence, phylogenetic and RE
showing its distinctive ancestorsa

Isolates RNA1 RNA2 RNA3 RNA4

GS-JB IAb IIC IA IIB

SA-JN IIC IA IA IIB

JD-JN IA IA IB IIB

SC-CN IIC IA IIA IIC

BA2-JB IA IIC IA IIC

AD-JJ IIC IA IA IIC

MA-JN IIC IA IA IIC

CY-CN IA IA IA IIB

WD-JN IA IA IA IIC

BA1-JB IA IA IA IIC

IS-JB IA IA IA IIB

GC-JB IA IA IA IIC

YG-CN IA IA IA IIB

a Isolates collected in 2007−2009.
bEach type represents as follows: IA, Eastern China; IB, South West-
ern China; IIA, Japan-M and -T; IIB, Japan-M; IIC, Japan T and 1A;
Subtype IA showed the predominant subtype found in Korea.
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ment wherein RNA segments reassort, thereby generating

new variants. For this reason, reassortment of an RNA virus

with a divided genome has been proposed to be an important

mechanism in the evolution of plant RNA viruses (Garcia-

Arenal et al., 2003; Jeger et al., 2006; Roossinck, 1997).

Previous results from our laboratory (Jonson et al., 2009a,

2009b) have suggested some clues  of possible genetic

reassortment causing the sudden reemergence of RSV,

which became a major rice virus disease in Korea during

2007–2009. Here, we further clarified RNA variations by

developing RT-PCR/RE, a rapid genotyping method capable

of distinguishing the different RNA subtypes. We also

clarified the origin of RSV in Korea by testing viruliferous

insects of known origin using RT-PCR/RE, sequencing, and

phylogenetic analyses.

The relationships of Korean RSV-RNAs 1, 2, and 4 (Figs.

2A, B, and D) to the Chinese and Japanese isolates were not

distinct; hence, they were variably grouped depending on

subtype, suggesting that Korean RSV-RNA 1, 2, and 4 iso-

lates may be derived from mixtures of two or more ancestors.

In this study, the natural genetic reassortment among Korean

RSV isolates was clearly presented and their distinct

ancestors identified (Table 2). The overall phylogenetic and

RT-PCR-RE analyses of RNA 1–4 sequences of different

RSV isolates obtained from various geographical areas in

Korea revealed two major RSV types, referred to as of

Chinese (I) and Japanese (II) origin. These major types

showed a total of five different subtypes. Type I consisted

of two subtypes referred as Eastern Chinese (IA) and

Southwestern Chinese (IB), while Type II consisted of three

subtypes, referred as a mixture of Japanese M and T (IIA),

Japanese M (IIB), and a mixture of Japanese T and Eastern

Chinese (IIC).

The RE analysis of our previously analyzed complete

genome (Jonson et al., 2009a, 2009b) of 13 Korean RSV

isolates showed that the predominant subtype of each RNA

genome was composed of Eastern Chinese descendents

(IA, Table 3). Similarly, in this study, the newly analyzed

RNA3 segment of RSV isolates collected during 2007–

2009 were predominantly Eastern Chinese type (data not

shown). However, in a study by Wei et al. (2009), the RSV

population in Eastern China was composed of only two

subtypes, while the Southwestern China types were shown

to consist mainly of a single subtype and a small proportion

of subtypes found in Eastern China, indicating that the

Southwestern China RSV population is more diverse than

that of Eastern China. Our genetic profile results, however,

based on sequence and RE analyses obtained from SBPHs

caught in JB and CN provinces in Korea that were thought

to have migrated from Eastern China showed electrophoretic

patterns predominantly similar to those of Eastern China,

except for a single insect sample that showed characteristics

of Southwestern Chinese isolates. This result suggests that

the RSV population in Eastern China may also be experi-

encing high RNA variation. In addition, the 100 new

randomly selected RSV-infected plants collected in four

major provinces of Korea and collected during 2007–2009

that were analyzed in this study also showed that the

Eastern Chinese genotypes were the dominant subtypes.

These results may provide an insight showing that, most

likely, the initial genetic structural origin of the RSV

population in Korea is composed mainly of Eastern Chinese

isolates.

Note that the consecutive RSV outbreaks in China started

in 2002 (Wei et al., 2009), while those in South Korea

started in 2007 (Jonson et al., 2009a, 2009b). Consequently,

our data further suggest that the sudden reemergence of

RSV in Korea was most likely triggered by the invasion of

new subtypes due to migratory insects from Eastern China.

These new subtypes are composed of mixtures of subtypes,

that is an isolate derived from different ancestors (Eastern

and Southwestern), and subsequently may have caused

genetic changes through exchanges of RNA segments from

one isolate to another coming from different RSV sources

or ancestors, as demonstrated in this study (Table 3).

Fig. 4. Phylogenetic tree based on RNA3 nucleotide sequences of
the new Korean RSV samples collected during 2007–2009,
including Chinese and Japanese isolates. The clustering obtained
from phylogenetic analysis corresponds to the subtypes identified
by RE analysis. The tree was constructed with the neighbor-
joining algorithm and a bootstrap value for each internal node
based on 1,000 random replications using the Kimura two-
parameter model implemented in MEGA version 4 (Tamura et al.,
2007). Of eight Korean isolates, only two samples were obtained
from insects (TA-CN5 and BA-JB6); the rest were all obtained
from RSV-infected rice plant samples. Included in the analysis
were 5 Eastern China- (Z, JY, JYCO7, ABBO7, and HKFO7), 1
Southwestern China (Y) and 2  from Japan (M and T) RSV isolates.
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Although Japanese RSV isolates were also found in Korea,

we do not have direct evidence of insects migrating from

Japan to Korea. Pender (1994) mentioned several studies

on the potential movement of rice planthoppers among

temperate countries that is, from China to Korea and Japan.

Hence, the possibility of insects that migrated from China

might carry the genotype of Japanese isolates could not be

ruled out in this study. The distribution of RSV subtypes

between Korean and Chinese populations, however, is

contradictory. RSV subtypes in China showed a correlation

with their geographical locations (Wei et al., 2009), while

the distribution of Korean RSV subtypes was not correlated

with their geographical location, as also found for Cucumber

mosaic virus (CMV), another segmented RNA plant virus

(Fraile, 1997). 

Previous studies have utilized a variety of molecular

methods to detect naturally occurring and laboratory-gene-

rated reassortants (Gu et al., 2007; Uyeda et al., 1995). The

RT-PCR/RE analysis-based method has been effectively

used in detecting naturally occurring genetic reassortment

(Chen et al., 2007; Klimov and Cox, 1995). In this study,

the results of our phylogenetic analysis of selected subtypes

obtained from RE analysis showed clustering of isolates

having similar subtypes to those of Chinese and Japanese

ancestors, further confirming the efficiency of the RE method

in differentiating subtypes (Fig. 4). RE analysis was utilized

to rapidly differentiate RSV-RNA genome subtypes and

will be used to screen field RSV-infected plant and insect

samples to facilitate easy monitoring of RSV strains current-

ly circulating in the field. The development of a RE analy-

sis-based method proved to be a useful epidemiological

tool for rapid identification of mixed infections by RSV

strains and by different subtypes.
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